
8:00 am—8:30 am Check-in and Continental Breakfast

8:30 am—9:00 am Welcome & Introductions

9:00 am—10:00 am Panel Discussion: Picture Book Trends     RM 155A 
   Amelia Mack, Shaina Olmanson, Ariel Richardson, Savannah Brooks, 
   and Mary Taris, moderated by Alicia Schwab

10:00 a.m.—10:15 a.m. Break

10:15 am—12:15 p.m. MORNING SESSION / CHOOSE ONE

 Illustrators From the Page-turn to the Flap: The Children’s Book as Object  RM 155A 
   Ariel Richardson & Amelia Mack, Chronicle Books  
   Whether your passion is picture books, board books, or other novelty products,  
   thinking about the book as object will not only help your book stand out in the  
   market, but will also ensure a more engaging reading experience. What will the  
   physical book feel like? How will it be read? With a little insight in to how we think  
   about material and book innovation here at Chronicle Books—from picture books  
   like Open This Little Book and Flora and the Flamingo to board book successes  
   like the You Are My Baby series and the upcoming I Can Play and I Can Dance— 
   you’ll also engage in a hands-on activity: making your own book mock-up!! 

 Writers  Perfecting Plot         RM 155B 
   Jessica Harrinton, Razorbill       
	 	 	 In	this	workshop,	we’ll	dive	into	one	of	the	main	elements	of	any	novel:	plot.	 
	 	 	 Through	writing	exercises,	text	analysis,	and	group	discussion,	we’ll	take	a	deep	 
	 	 	 dive	into	the	three	act	structure,	chat	about	the	story	mechanics	that	contribute	 
	 	 	 to	a	successful	plot,	and	learn	how	to	outline	a	novel.

 Writers/  Pitches	and	Panels:	The	Behind	the	Scenes	Guide	to	Graphic	Novels	 	 RM 156 
 Illustrators Drew Brockington, Illustrator 
	 	 	 Graphic	Novels	are	a	huge	undertaking,	but	they	don’t	have	to	be.	In	this	workshop,	 
	 	 	 we	will	examine	different	styles	of	graphic	novels	and	the	mechanics	of	how	a	comic	 
	 	 	 page	works.	Also,	we	will	breakdown	the	process	of	creating	a	graphic	novel	in	to	 
	 	 	 manageable	chunks	of	pitching,	scripting,	storyboarding,	and	illustrating.	Finally,	 
	 	 	 we	will	all	get	some	practice	by	laying	out	a	manuscript	chapter.	Whether	you’re	 
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	 	 	 curious	about	comics	or	ready	to	start	inking	your	own	graphic	novel,	this	session	will	 
	 	 	 offer	a	great	introduction	into	the	genre.

12:15 p.m.—1:30 p.m. Lunch

1:30 pm—2:30 pm Portfolio Showcase        Lobby

2:30 pm—4:30 pm AFTERNOON SESSION / CHOOSE ONE

 Illustrators Illustrating Chapter Books       RM 155A 
   Jennifer Bell, Illustrator  
   Creating black and white illustrations for early reader and middle grade  
   books can come with it’s own set of challenges. In this session, Jennifer  
   will talk about her experience working in these formats (she’s illustrated  
   almost 30 chapter books) and she’ll show you how she approaches her  
   illustrations through traditional and digital techniques. 

 Writers  Using Facts in Fiction        RM 155B 
   Savannah Brooks / The Jennifer De Chiara Literary Agency     
   In fiction, it’s often plot that engages readers—but it’s character development  
   and setting that enthrall them. This session will focus on how writers can delve  
   into the world of research to strengthen the foundation of their manuscript.  
   Looking at award-winning works from both YA & MG, we’ll discuss various  
   strategies for weaving in fascinating layers of information, giving your book  
   a competitive edge for market and maybe even drawing in your own strange  
   obsessions. 

 Writers/  Writing Picture Books: Leaving Room for Illustrations   RM 156 
 Illustrators Shaina Olmanson / Lerner Publishing 
   

 Writers/  Perceive – Consider – Create – Reflect: Using Artful Writing    RM 156   
 Illustrators for Collaborative Works 
    Mary Taris / Strive Publishing 
   Words and art have the power to build bridges and connect people from all  
   backgrounds. In this collaborative workshop, authors and illustrators will utilize  
   their creative skills to connect ideas, share unique perspectives, and make  
   meaning from images and words. Come prepared to share your work: authors  
   should bring a short piece, like a children’s poem, rhyme, or short story;  
   illustrators should bring a sketch or finished illustration

By	attending	 this	event,	you	acknowledge	 that	audio	 taping,	videotaping,	and/or	 transmitting	or	aiding	 in	any	of	 the	 foregoing	of	any	
part	of	the	conference	(including,	but	not	limited	to,	presentations,	individual	sessions,	and	networking	events)	is	prohibited.	Addition-
ally,	 the	material	 in	all	handouts	and	presentations	is	copyrighted	and	may	not	be	reprinted,	blogged,	written,	orally	transmitted,	and/
or	reproduced	without	written	permission	of	the	copyright	holder	only.	By	attending	this	event,	you	acknowledge	that	audio	taping,	vid-
eotaping,	and/or	transmitting	or	aiding	in	any	of	the	foregoing	of	any	part	of	the	conference	(including,	but	not	limited	to,	presentations,	
individual	sessions,	and	networking	events)	is	prohibited.	Additionally,	the	material	in	all	handouts	and	presentations	is	copyrighted	and	
may	not	be	 reprinted,	blogged,	written,	orally	 transmitted,	and/or	 reproduced	without	written	permission	of	 the	copyright	holder	only. 


